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ABSTRACT
MARLA is the Studsvik software for the automated design and analysis of a
BWR fuel shuffle. MARLA performs all tasks related to planning the fuel shuffle,
including: design and optimisation of the fuel movement schedule; SIMULATE-3
analysis of core shutdown margin (SDM); and generation of the Fuel Movement
Checklist. Every core configuration created by the shuffle plan is analysed fully for SDM
using the standard 3-D, 2-group solution in SIMULATE-3. The SDM analysis is
interactive with the shuffle design and takes place each time MARLA proposes a fuel
move - i.e., during the planning stage, not after the sequence has been planned. MARLA
provides the means to manage all fuel pools and nuclear components on site, as well as
automate the choice of bundles to be loaded into dry storage casks to meet future storage
needs. This paper describes some of the more important features of the code.
1. INTRODUCTION
MARLA is the Studsvik software for designing and analysing a BWR fuel
shuffle. The software addresses the industry need for an all-inclusive, easy to use tool
that provides licensing-grade reactivity analysis in support of core alterations. It can be
used to replace the current system at most utilities, which comprises multiple pieces of
software from multiple software vendors. MARLA consists of the following modules: a
graphical user interface (GUI) used to enter maintenance work, select various design
options, and view results from the shuffle strategy and analysis; a computational engine
that controls the choice of fuel moves and passes information to SIMULATE-3;
SIMULATE-3 [1], which performs shutdown margin (SDM) calculations that are
required for each intermediate core configuration; and an HDF5 database [2], used to
seamlessly pass information between the different parts of the code and store results. This
paper describes some of the more important features of MARLA.
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2. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAINTENANCE WORK
MARLA allows the user to declare all maintenance work via a GUI maintenance
canvas. Users define control cells that need to be emptied to support blade replacement or
drive mechanism replacement; detector strings that need to be either replaced or
inspected; non-discharge fuel bundles that need to be off-loaded for inspection or rechannelling; and all fuel bundles that need to be sipped either prior to the shuffle or
during fuel movement. Users may also specify core locations that are to be left open until
the end of the shuffle or locations where bundles are to remain fixed until the end of the
shuffle. Two depleted bundles are usually maintained in place around each SRM during
the shuffle to ensure adequate count rates. An example of the maintenance canvas is
contained in Fig. 1. An explanation of all the symbols on the canvas is outside the scope
of this paper. In general, the chartreuse squares represent the orientation of double blade
guides that are to be inserted into cells that need to be emptied for blade maintenance.
The red squares represent locations that need to be emptied in order to replace a detector
string.

Fig. 1

Maintenance canvas.

Once all maintenance work has been specified, MARLA will design the shuffle in
two phases. Phase I takes the core from the beginning of the shuffle to the maintenance
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window. Phase II takes the core from the end of the maintenance window to the new
reference loading pattern. All maintenance activities take place between phases. MARLA
provides a separate canvas that allows the user to drag-and-drop any control blade or
detector string between the core and the storage facility, as illustrated by the blue and
grey canvases in Fig. 2. MARLA generates the nuclear component movement checklist
automatically for all the work defined on the canvas.

Fig. 2

Component Maintenance canvas and CRB rack.

Phase I of the shuffle can be automated as either a shuffle to the maintenance
window or a direct off-load of bundles to open up all the necessary holes in the core. The
choice is up to the user and is usually dictated by other outage considerations. Each phase
of the shuffle can be automated as either a core-wide shuffle or a quadrant-by-quadrant
shuffle. Quadrant-based shuffles can be beneficial in the event that the signal from an
SRM is lost during the shuffle. In such cases, fuel cannot be moved in the quadrant until
the SRM response returns and the quadrant-based shuffle design allows the plant to
continue moving fuel in a different quadrant of the core, without having to re-analyse for
SDM, while workers attend to the defective SRM. MARLA also allows users to rotate
quadrant boundaries at any point during the shuffle. This is a tactic that is sometimes
applied to small cores (e.g., 368 bundles) in order to account for a defective SRM.
Alternatively, MARLA will allow the maintenance window to be broken into
multiple pieces and spread out over Phase I of the shuffle. This approach is used to
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support outages in Scandinavian countries, where maintenance work is often performed
in stages during the shuffle. For instance, the user can instruct MARLA to shuffle for 1
day and then stop. The user can then perform a limited amount of maintenance work
using the Component Maintenance canvas, after which MARLA is instructed to continue
the shuffle for another day and then stop again. This process continues until all
maintenance work has been completed.
3. CHOICE OF FUEL MOVE
Each bundle move in MARLA is associated with a string, where a string is a
cascade of moves beginning with a discharge and ending with the insertion of a fresh
bundle. MARLA begins each new string prior to completing the previous string. This
helps minimize the number of empty crane moves in the shuffle. The discharge bundle
for string n+1 is moved to the spent fuel storage pool and the fresh bundle for the
previous string, string n, is retrieved and carried back to the core to complete that string.
Special attention has been devoted to GE BWR/6 and ABWR power plants in order to
efficiently synchronise the refuelling floor bridge with the bridge in the fuel handling
building and the inclined fuel transfer system.
MARLA uses a hierarchical approach to determine the order of strings to be
moved during the shuffle. For the most part, strings are chosen that will minimize the
number of empty crane moves. In GE reactors, control blades will lean to one side if not
supported by at least two diagonally adjacent bundles. Under such conditions, the shuffle
focuses on choosing strings to avoid a potential rod lean configuration that would require
additional moves to insert and remove blade guides. In ABB and KWU reactor designs,
fine motion control blades are supported by a shaft and are incapable of leaning to one
side. Under these conditions, MARLA chooses strings that will avoid placing highly
reactive once-burnt bundles face-adjacent to each other in the same control cell. This
helps to avoid configurations that would fail SDM constraints and result in strings being
broken.
In some instances, a string will contain neither a discharge nor an insertion, but
simply a rotation involving several bundles. For these cases, MARLA will choose the
best bundle to be moved to a temporary set down location along the edge of the core and
will perform the rotation of the remaining bundles. The bundle to be moved to the
temporary set down location is chosen in such a way as to minimize the distance the
refuelling floor bridge travels to complete the rotation. If one of the bundles in the
rotation needs to be off-loaded for maintenance work, MARLA will choose that bundle
as the lead candidate in the string. At the end of the rotation, the bundle which was
initially sent to the temporary set down location will be rotated to its final destination.
Alternatively, the shuffle designer can choose not to allow temporary set down locations
inside the core. In such instances, the lead bundle will be moved to the storage pool,
temporarily, until the rest of the bundles in the string have been rotated.
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4. SRM CONNECTIVITY
Source Range Monitors (SRMs) are used to monitor the core during core
alterations. To satisfy Technical Specification requirements, there must be an unbroken
path between each fuel bundle and the appropriate SRM, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
connectivity rule can be interpreted in different ways and MARLA accommodates
various interpretations. In its most conservative interpretation, the unbroken path
between each bundle and the SRM can be made up of only face-adjacent bundles. Less
restrictive interpretations allow a limited number of diagonal paths and the user is able to
specify the limit on the number of diagonal paths allowed within a single connectivity
path.

SRM location
Fig. 3

Connection path

SRM connectivity path.

MARLA contains two separate connectivity algorithms. The first algorithm uses a
stencil between the bundle location and the appropriate SRM and is extremely fast. The
code searches for connectivity within the stencil. For the vast majority of moves,
connectivity will be satisfied within the localised stencil, even for the most conservative
interpretation of the rule. If the code fails to find a connection path within the stencil,
MARLA then analyses the entire core in search of a connection path between the bundle
and the appropriate SRM. This path is allowed to move in any direction, as long as the
appropriate rules are met.
If MARLA fails to find a path that satisfies connectivity, the proposed shuffle
step is revoked and the code searches for a different fuel move.
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A connection path between a bundle location and an SRM is determined by
building a graph (similar to a tree). Nodes in the graph are the core locations containing a
bundle. Arcs in the graph connect nodes to each other. The SRM connectivity problem
then reduces to finding a path from the bundle location to the SRM in the graph. The
problem is solved using an algorithm similar to Warshall's Algorithm [3].
5. SHUTDOWN MARGIN
The calculation of shutdown margin (SDM) is interactive in MARLA and is
performed while the code is searching for a shuffling sequence, as opposed to being
performed following the design of a sequence. By default, shutdown margin is calculated
for every proposed move that inserts a bundle into the core. The user may also request
SDM to be calculated for every proposed bundle withdrawal, but this is not necessary in
order to satisfy reactivity management requirements. The SDM calculation is performed
using the standard 3-dimensional, 2-group solution in SIMULATE-3 and accounts for
water holes explicitly. There are no special geometry or spectral approximations used for
the SDM analysis. The control blade in the cell of interest is withdrawn and the core
reactivity is calculated. This reactivity is compared to the one-rod-out reactivity of the
same cell prior to the latest bundle insertion. If reactivity has increased by less than a
user-specified threshold (250 pcm, for instance), the code assumes that the influence of
the inserted bundle is insignificant and proceeds to determine the next move in the
sequence. If reactivity has increased beyond the threshold, MARLA expands the domain
of the SDM calculation to include a stencil of the next nearest neighbouring cells, as
illustrated by the sequence of stencils shown in Fig. 4. Here, the red core location
represents the inserted bundle and the blue control cells represent the cells analysed for
SDM as the stencil is expanded. The spiralling process continues until the reactivity
increase in each of the cells in a row/column falls below the threshold.
A 5x5 array of control cells surrounding the bundle insertion point has proven to
be adequate to capture the majority of the reactivity influence from an inserted bundle.
For many moves, the reactivity influence is smaller than a 5x5 array. In any event,
MARLA will determine the extent of the reactivity influence and expand or contract the
stencil accordingly.
On extremely rare occasions, when the core contains an exceptionally large
number of water holes and, hence, a great deal of margin, SIMULATE-3 may fail to
converge within the default-allotted criteria - typically by reaching the outer iteration
limit before converging the flux everywhere in the problem. In these instances, MARLA
will modify the convergence criteria (e.g., by increasing the maximum number of outer
iterations) and will automatically re-submit the case. If the re-submitted case fails to
converge, MARLA issues a warning message and carries on with the shuffle design. The
user then has the option of re-analysing the step at a later time with augmented criteria.
To date, SIMULATE-3 has never failed to converge fully, regardless of the number of
water holes present in the core.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 4

Spiralling approach to SDM.

The SDM analysis in MARLA is parallelized using OpenMP. Multiple
SIMULATE-3 jobs are submitted simultaneously to help reduce overall execution time.
If the computer running MARLA contains a quad-core processor, for example, as many
as four SIMULATE-3 SDM cases can be submitted simultaneously. MARLA determines
the number of cases to be submitted based on the number of cells in the row/column of
the core being analysed. Overall, the parallelisation routine can reduce execution time by
a factor of 2.5 on a quad-core processor compared to executing all SIMULATE-3 cases
in series. On a duo quad-core processor (8 CPUs), the speed-up factor is closer to 4. The
speed-up factor fluctuates as more and more processors are added because it becomes
uncommon for the stencil to grow large enough to make use of all processors
simultaneously. For instance, in order to make use of 4 processors simultaneously,
MARLA begins the SDM analysis with a stencil size of 2x2. This allows all 4 processors
to be utilised simultaneously for the first 4 SDM cases (equalling the same amount of
time it would take to perform a single SDM calculation). If the stencil needs to grow to a
size of 3x3, the next 4 SDM calculations (cases 5 through 8) can be analysed
simultaneously, but the last calculation (case 9) must be analysed separately. For such a
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situation, it requires 3 cycles of analysis to complete 9 SDM calculations, which
translates to a speed-up factor of 3. In order to make use of 8 processors simultaneously,
the stencil must grow from a size of 2x2 to at least 5x5, which happens infrequently. If 16
processors are available, MARLA begins the SDM analysis with a stencil size of 4x4 and
expands it if needed. This tends to be highly efficient because a stencil size of 4x4 is
usually sufficient for the majority of fuel moves.
The total number of SIMULATE-3 SDM calculations needed to fully analyse a
shuffle depends on the size of the core and the batch size, plus the threshold specified by
the user to decide whether or not a cell is influenced by an inserted bundle. In general,
though, the number of SIMULATE-3 SDM calculations ranges from 6,000 for small
cores to 10,000 for large cores.
6. TARGET EIGENVALUE
The target eigenvalue is used in the calculation of SDM, which is defined as the
difference between the one-rod-out reactivity and the critical reactivity. In a perfect
world, the critical reactivity would be unity and there would be no need to estimate a
target eigenvalue. In practice, though, there is a bias in the critical reactivity as calculated
by the nodal simulator code and the bias is often times a strong function of exposure, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. That is, as the core ages, the critical eigenvalue changes. For the
most part, such trends can be attributed to errors in the void coefficient and/or errors in
the power-to-void correlation. Over time, errors in the void fraction at the top of the core
cause errors in the estimated isotopic concentrations in the upper portion of the fuel most importantly in the concentration of the odd numbered Plutonium isotopes. At cold
conditions, the fuel in the top of the core drives reactivity, so errors in isotopics translate
directly into errors in reactivity. This effect is library and nodal code dependent, so
different cross section libraries and different nodal codes will exhibit different behaviour.
The trend in critical eigenvalue makes it necessary to estimate a unique target eigenvalue
for each step of the shuffle as the old fuel is discharged and fresh fuel is inserted.
As with the dynamic SDM calculation, MARLA employs a dynamic target
eigenvalue. The dynamic target eigenvalue uses a stencil that surrounds the control cell
being analysed for SDM, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The average exposure of all bundles
within the stencil is calculated and the target eigenvalue is obtained by interpolating the
appropriate curve, such as the one contained in Fig. 5. The user is free to specify the size
of the stencil. By default, MARLA will use a 5x5 stencil of control cells surrounding the
cell being analysed for SDM (i.e., the 100 bundles nearest to the cell of interest). The
stencil ensures that quadrant-based shuffles use similar target eigenvalues for similar
moves in each quadrant.
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Critical eigenvalue versus core-averaged exposure.

Cell being analysed for SDM
Stencil used to determine target k
Fig. 6

Stencil used to calculate target eigenvalue.
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If a user wishes, the size of the stencil can be set to the entire size of the core. In
this way, for a given shuffle step, the same target eigenvalue will be used for every cell in
the core. This tends to produce a more conservative estimate of the target eigenvalue and
is, therefore, often times a more practical choice for users. If the user specifies the same
target eigenvalue for the beginning of the shuffle and the end of the shuffle, no
interpolation will be performed and the stencil is not employed.
If a proposed move violates SDM (typically set at 1% reactivity, but can be
specified by the user), the move is revoked and MARLA searches for a different fuel
move. This can only be done because of the interactive nature of the SDM calculation,
which takes place as the shuffle steps are being proposed. If MARLA waited until after
the shuffle was designed to analyse each step for SDM, other - more inefficient - means
would need to be found to account for potential SDM violations.
7. JUST-IN-TIME SHUFFLE STRATEGY RE-DESIGN
One important feature in MARLA is the ability to quickly and easily re-design
and re-analyse the shuffle strategy from an existing step. During core alterations,
MARLA keeps track of steps that have been completed and automatically marks them
with a date/time stamp and electronic signature. If, for some unforeseen reason, the
shuffle needs to be modified, the code allows for an easy way of doing so. The user
simply chooses the appropriate step in the shuffle as a branch point. MARLA
automatically cuts the shuffle from that point and opens up a new project file for the redesign. Many times, the shuffle must be re-designed due to the loss of an SRM in a
particular quadrant. A special graphical panel allows users to declare any SRM out-ofservice. The selection of an SRM out-of-service causes MARLA to automatically lock all
bundles from being moved in that quadrant of the core. MARLA will then automatically
re-design and re-analyse the shuffle for SDM until all bundles that do not lie within the
affected quadrant have been shuffled. The user would then have to declare the broken
SRM as being functional in order to get MARLA to design the remainder of the new
shuffle sequence. This is extremely beneficial because it allows plants to design the
initial shuffle scheme based on a core-wide strategy without having to worry about
contingency planning in the event of the loss of an SRM. The core-wide shuffle strategy
is most often far more efficient than a quadrant-based strategy simply because there are
so many more potential moves available to choose from in order to keep the crane
occupied.
The time needed for MARLA to re-design and re-analyse a shuffle strategy for
SDM depends on the point in the original shuffle at which the re-design takes place. On
average, though, re-designs can be performed, and a modified Fuel Movement Checklist
can be available for review, within the hour.
8. DECAY HEAT ANALYSIS
Decay heat loads are calculated for all bundles in all pools in the MARLA model,
at all times during the shuffle as bundles are being moved back-and-forth between the
core and the storage pools. The code gathers all the data needed to perform the decay
heat calculation from a series of SIMULATE-3 restart files that represent the entire
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operating history of the plant. This provides histories for bundles in the storage pool as
well as the core. The user specifies a cycle shutdown date and time, and a separate date
and time at which the shuffle begins. MARLA then uses a simple internal clock to
estimate the time at which each bundle will be moved between pools. Data for the
internal clock is supplied by the user and describes the time needed for the refuelling
bridge to perform various types of moves.
Results from the decay heat calculation are in the form of decay heat loads (in
Watts) for every bundle on site as a function of time after shutdown. Total decay heat
loads are calculated for every pool-like element in the MARLA model. A pool-like
element can be a physical pool, such as the spent fuel storage pool, or it may be a virtual
pool, such as the fuel transfer tube in a GE BWR/6. The reactor core is also represented
as a pool-like element in MARLA. Users may also define dry storage casks as pool-like
elements. In such instances, MARLA will calculate the decay heat loads in the casks as a
function of time after shutdown. Wall racks and hangers for the storage of control blades,
channels, detector strings, radiation sources, and vessel coupons are also represented as
pool-like elements in MARLA, although they can only accommodate non-fuel nuclear
components and, hence, they have no decay heat load associated with them.
For short cooling times of less than 1 year, the primary contribution to decay heat
is from the decay of fission products and MARLA uses the ANSI/ANS-5.1-2005
standard [4] to estimate decay heat per bundle. For cooling times longer than 1 year,
MARLA uses NRC Reg. Guide 3.54 [5], which includes the contribution to decay heat
from the decay of the higher actinides. This latter method is the method used to
determine the decay heat of bundles being considered for dry cask storage.
9. DRY CASK STORAGE CAMPAIGN PLANNING
MARLA can determine the bundles that should be loaded into dry storage casks
to meet future storage needs. MARLA accepts a series of future dates on which casks
will be loaded and finds bundles in the storage pool that meet target heat loads and any
cask-specific constraints. MARLA contains an internal library of cask designs from
which the user can choose. The software plans the loading of bundles into casks well into
the future in order to ensure that the plant will be able to fully load all casks safely
without violating heat load limits. The Fuel Movement Checklist necessary to move the
bundles from the pool to the casks is generated automatically following the analysis.
For certain cask designs, MARLA allows the user to define the inner region to
outer region heat load ratio separately for each cask to be loaded. In this way, the user
can fine-tune cask loadings to suit any desired outcome. Fig. 7 contains a schematic of a
typical dry cask canister that can accommodate 68 BWR fuel bundles. The definition of
the inner region locations and the outer region locations is contained in the vendor's
Certificate of Compliance, submitted to the US NRC. For this particular design, the
canister contains 32 inner region locations and 36 outer region locations. By adjusting the
ratio, users can allow hotter bundles to occupy the inner region of the canister and cooler
bundles to occupy the outer region of the canister. MARLA will automatically search
through all bundles in storage and find the best candidates to load into each region of the
canister.
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Region 1 (32 locations)
Region 2 (36 locations)

Fig. 7

Inner and outer regions of a dry storage cask.

For this particular application, the maximum allowable average burnup limit per
canister location (in MWd/MTU) is determined from the following equation, which is
obtained from the vendor's Certificate of Compliance,

Bu = A ⋅ q + B ⋅ q 2 + C ⋅ q 3 + D ⋅ eU2 235 + E ⋅ q ⋅ eU 235 + F ⋅ q 2 ⋅ eU 235 + G

(1)

where q is the maximum allowable decay heat per fuel storage location (kW),
eU 235 is the minimum fuel assembly average enrichment (wt% U235),
A through G are coefficients that are functions of cooling time and bundle class
(e.g., 8x8, 9x9, 10x10, etc.).
There is a separate q value for each region of the cask. The q values are determined from,
q2 =

Q( X )
n1 ⋅ X + n2
(2)

q1 = q2 ⋅ X

Q( X ) =

2Q0
1+ X y
(3)

y=

0.23
X 0.1

where Q0 is the maximum storage decay heat for the canister,
X is the inner region to outer region assembly decay heat ratio ( 0.5 ≤ X ≤ 3 ),
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n1 is the number of storage locations in the inner region (32),
n2 is the number of storage locations in the outer region (36).
X is the parameter supplied by the user. The user can adjust X to change the
bundles selected to be loaded into casks. If X is unity, then all locations in the cask have
the same heat load limit. If X > 1, then region 1 is loaded with bundles that are warmer
than those in region 2. If X < 1, then region 2 is loaded with bundles that are warmer than
those in region 1. MARLA obtains enrichment and burnup values for every bundle on
site from SIMULATE-3 and uses those values, along with calculated decay heat loads, to
determine whether or not a bundle is a viable candidate to be loaded into a cask.

10. OUTPUT
Output from MARLA is in the form of a step-by-step animation of fuel moves,
printed fuel movement checklists for the bridge operators, step-by-step SDM results, and
step-by-step decay heat loads in the core and in all pools. All data is stored in the HDF5
database and is viewable from the graphical user interface that drives the code. Users
may step through the shuffle in as much detail as desired. Engineers may manipulate
moves generated by the automated shuffle design to better suite the needs of the outage
management team. If the sequence is manually manipulated by the user, the
modifications are automatically re-analysed for SDM. Users may view graphs of results,
such as: most limiting SDM per shuffle step; cell-by-cell SDM per shuffle step; cell-bycell reactivity per shuffle step; cell-wise target eigenvalue per shuffle step; etc. Figs. 8
through 12 contain examples of various views of results. Any MARLA window can be
undocked from the project and moved to a different monitor. This allows for all pools to
be viewed simultaneously during the shuffle, as in Fig. 9.
Fig 10 contains results of total heat load in each pool (including the core) as a
function of hours into the shuffle. The heat load in the core (RX1) decreases as depleted
bundles are removed during Phase I, some of which are sent to the Fuel Prep Pool (FPP)
for inspection or re-channelling, some of which are sent to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) for
final storage, and some of which are sent to the Unit 1 Reactor Pool (RP1) for temporary
storage. While this transfer of bundles is taking place, the heat load in each of the
receiving pools is increasing. The long, fairly constant region between 114 and 250 hours
is the maintenance window, during which time no fuel movement is taking place (i.e.,
bundles are cooling in place). Phase II begins at 250 hours and consists of all the
temporarily discharged fuel being sent from the RP1 and FPP pools back to the core.
Whatever discharges are left in the core are sent to the SFP.
MARLA will also estimate the time needed to complete the fuel shuffle. Timings
are supplied by the user and represent the various types of bridge moves that take place
during the shuffle. The shuffle efficiency is optimized by minimizing the number of
empty crane moves and also by judiciously choosing locations in the fuel pool that
minimize the distance the refuelling floor bridge travels.
Several different types of reports are generated automatically by MARLA. These
include: a summary of different types of bridge moves and an estimate of the total time
needed to complete core alterations; an estimate of the time that each bundle is available
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for inspection or re-channelling; the Fuel Movement Checklist (FMC), which is used by
Operations to carry out the shuffle; a summary of the physical and isotopic characteristics
of bundles chosen to be loaded into dry storage casks; a listing of messages issued by the
software during the shuffle design; etc. The FMC contains several different types of
messages that are automatically generated by MARLA, such as: alerting operators to the
SRM that is responsible for each move; alerting operators to steps that move bundles
across core quadrants; and alerting operators to moves that begin to fill an emptied
control cell. This last message is used by Operations to ensure that the control blade has
been re-inserted into the core and locked in place prior to loading any fuel into a cell that
was emptied for blade replacement or drive mechanism replacement. In addition to these
automated messages, engineers are free to add their own messages to any shuffle move.
A portion of a typical FMC is contained in Figure 13. All reports can be maintained in
PDF format.

Fig. 8

Views of various results from the shuffle design.
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Fig. 9

Views of results displayed across dual monitors.

Fig. 10

Total decay heat load in each pool.
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Bundle-specific decay heat loads in pools and casks.

Bundle-specific decay heat in a newly loaded cask and in an existing cask.
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Fig. 13

An example of a portion of a Fuel Movement Checklist.

11. RESULTS FROM BENCHMARKING
Results from benchmarking exercises have focused on savings in two areas: (1)
savings in man-power required to set-up, design, and fully analyse the fuel shuffle for
SDM; and (2) savings in shuffle steps that translate into direct savings in outage time.
Savings in man-power are achieved via the MARLA automation. A project for a
new outage is created in three easy steps and is controlled by an automation wizard. Step
(1) is to attach separate SIMULATE-3 restart files for the current cycle and for the new
cycle. Step (2) is to assign a name to the new MARLA project. And step (3) is to attach
the MARLA project database from the previous outage (used to initialise the pool
contents). Once these steps have been completed, the project database for the new outage
is created and the user is ready to define maintenance work and specify details of the
shuffle. These tasks take only minutes to complete, after which MARLA will have a
successful shuffle designed and fully analysed for SDM by SIMULATE-3 within 1 to 2
hours, depending on the core size. The process currently in place at many utilities - i.e.,
setting up multiple external ASCII files for multiple pieces of software and passing data
back-and-forth between the site engineers and the corporate engineers - can take manweeks to complete before a final shuffle design has been generated and successfully
analysed for SDM by a 3-D nodal code.
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Savings in shuffle steps are of a bigger economic impact, since the shuffle at a
BWR is often critical path. Any reduction in the number of shuffle steps has a direct
bearing on the duration of the outage. The reduction in shuffle steps - and hence shuffle
time - by using MARLA depends on the software currently used by the utility and the
types of conservatisms practiced to ensure adequate shutdown margin. To date, MARLA
has been used to analyse 15 past outages. Savings range from a couple of hours shuffle
time to a couple of days. Savings are most significant for plants that incorporate extreme
conservatisms to guarantee adequate margin during core alterations - often times
maintaining dozens of empty core locations throughout the duration of the shuffle.

12. SUMMARY
MARLA automatically designs and analyses all phases of a BWR fuel shuffle. All
shutdown margin analyses are performed using the licensing-grade 3-dimensional, 2group nodal code SIMULATE-3. The package allows for complete maintenance of all
nuclear components and pools on site, including control blades, channels, detector
strings, neutron sources, etc. Run times are kept reasonable by submitting multiple
SIMULATE-3 cases simultaneously and by implementing a dynamic SDM algorithm
which chooses cells for analysis on an as-needed basis. Overall run-times are dependent
on the size of the core being analysed and the machine being used. For application on a
Windows-based quad-core desktop, execution times range from 60 minutes for small
BWR cores (<500 bundles) to 100 minutes for large BWR cores (~800 bundles).
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